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A1SBACT

. fhe sabj @©t: ©f this is 1
pele amdie amplifier and the develepment ©f a staitable design pr@@ed 
we fer am amplifier @f this %rp@o

First it is pointed omt that the teiem p@l@ amplifier igemsisM 
@f tw© transistors5. edraeeted in a series, e@mne@M©n as far as their' 
tttieseent ©©lleetor ©wrents are ©©neernedo. The amplifier requires 
a single-bended input and drives a sihgl©-*®nded output© The Qutput- 
impedan.ee of the amplifier is 'lw ea©ugh s@. that low impsdane© leads 
@m@h as IsuiispeakerS'®r e ©axial eabless may be eonneeted 

it .ef the amplifier iiti.th©uf using any

An analysis is done $ based @m the low-frequency small=signal 
equivalent eireuit of the transist®'.© Expressions are 
various perf@rman@@ "criteria, 'ines. as voltage gain and emrreai gain© 

Them a graphical analysis of the amplifier is performed in order 
to take into eonsideration the nonlinearities of the transistor ohar^ 
a@teristi.os© ; ' .. .

. , Finallys using inf@rM;ti.@m obtained from the analytieal and the : 
graphical analyses9 as well .as experiments, data obtained from an 

»1© amplifiers a design pre@ed.ure is outlined© This

mailto:pre@ed.ure
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QUALITATIVE lESQKEPSOM 0F THE AMPLIFIER

sed. tm #
seeiieas was designed ilth tw@: aaj@r ®bje@ti.v8s in miride ttiese 
jeetives wre (1 ) t@ siaalato pasĥ pisll amplification an die 
signals "Withont the use ©f either inpat or output transformers and 
(2) te aveid the sometimes tediems mateMng ©f traasistae's required

, ■ This., amplifier' i# meant /t@ werk iat@r:a lew impedaa@» lead
smeh 'as a-©©axial .eable: ©r a leadspeaker| heaeê  some method is 
desirable t# redaee the distortion eaused by the large eurreni .swings' 
neeessazy t© develop a reasonable voltage aeross this %rpe @f leado 
The t@tem pole ©®nfiguratten approximates push-pull ©peratioa with , 
the added advantage ©f .singl®«<snded inpmt and output signals and with 
the, disadvantage ■, that even hara@A©;-©©mp©B@B:ts, are met ©aaeelled®

The use ©£ upm and pap transistors in a ©©mplernentary^yroe 
©@nne®ti®a has been used t® eliminate the necessity £@2*: a separate 
phase inverter and for a proh^pmll ©atpmt transformer® The useful
ness of tMs ©ir@uit .is seriouslv limited in that ©areful matching @f 
transistors is required fw suitable operation^ . -

» #®nfigmra#@m is shown -is; Fig© Iffi,®- - Q 
©f the ©iremit is as £@ll@wsi 1m the absei 

signal3 the eurrent through both transistors is the same®

1
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Fig. 1-1 Totem Pole Amplifier



Ihea the input sigaal makes a negative -eaamraimg the ©elleeter eur= 
r@at in transistsp (l) will inerease by. an amount A I0 tois will earns® 
a .‘roltag© dr©p A Ir to be d®vel@p@d between emitter and base of tean« 
sister %o If r is ©h®s@n properly^ A 1 fdll be equ.al t© A lr and ap-= 
pr^imately mimlmm distortion will be ©biaihede The signals applied 
to the tubes are not irmly push«=piills however^ sinee tiae voltage aeross 
r eentains hajmenies generated in transistor (l)o A small signal lew^
. freqtieney. amalysls -pf .this @ir®'8it: mh®##- that the wrreet v#m@ of r ' ' 
for equal ©urrent ehaages is almost entirely a fnnetien of paramo 
eters of transistor (l)| heneê  znatehing of transistors is uBneeessarye 
It would be theoretieally possible Se use different type translators 
for this amplifier although this ■■'possibility is not explored in this

paper0. ■ . : r:; : ̂ ' I- ,i • • ' '
■ This paper :rsveals several advantages and several disadvanfages 

©£ this amplifier over single<=ead@d and push«=piall %pe amplifiers S s oh© 
of whieh have been mentioned in the previous disoussion̂  These results 
.are summarized in the following paragraph0 .. .
. ■ ■ ' Advantages $ ' /

' 1 ® &@ amplifier siiBlate s;: push-pull operatiom̂ . thus
hibitiag l@w@r barm@ni@ dist«,tiea' than eoaventiemsl 
single-handed eenfiguratt,©ns @

So The amplifier requires ©riLy a single-ended inputs
eliiHinating the requirement of aKy phase iaverting ’ '

. #vi#@o .  ̂ ;

. Se The amplifier has a single^ended outputs herzee n@ output 
transformer is needed*



The value e£ the Isalaneing resistors r9 is a funetieE 
@f only eae @f the transisters * ̂ s® matehing @f transls™
■ tors is w$iee@®saryo/ ,1 ; ' ■ ■■-
NoSo (2) atid, (jJ aiseve ob'riomsly redue®- the © est of 
this amplifier, as well, .as jmpreve the freqaenoy respensi 
hy.eliminating transfermerse.

TTu© pmsh^pull ep^atien is net etitained sinee the- 
signal, applied t© transister (2} eentains harmenies 
generated in transistor ( l ) o

leeamse ®f ths. t®t#m p©l© emfigmratieng the. p@wer. . 
supply ,f®r this amplifier *st he eapable of develepw 
ing twiee the voltage required f ©r singl@®@nded 
@peraiM.®no . . . .  ,
The eireuit r.einir@s a lew impedanee senree-for l®w: ' 
distertieni heneej, an @mitteil> fell ewer stag® may be 
needed ahead ©f tMs amplifiere



§HAP$ER t
MKUmiB BASEB OH HEEiE GIRGUIT M0EBI,

The first step ia. the design e£ the t@tem pele amplifiers 
hereafter referred t® ka' tPA# will he am analysis based, ©n the .small** 
signal 1 m^freqmeney eq.td.Talent ©iremii® This analysis will he ®@m» 
dm.®ted in the f®ll@siBg manners first® the varisw enrremts; ©f the... 
TP1 will be f©mad as■fmnetiens ©f the iransister parameters, load and 
generator' resistaaeb® Then suitable apyetirotims will be made and 
ex preasims for iapmt resistance and. @mrr@nt@ vdltag® and power am- 
plifleati©n will be ©btainede

Sine® the equivalent eiremit used is a small ̂signal linear 
model ©f the a®tmal .transistorn@ pr@ii#S.©ns earn be made Aom this 
analysis as t© disibrttoBe An'investigation of distortion is - pre=« ■ 
sented in Chapter l$s where a graphical approach is employed using 
. actua3. dynamie curves for a specific transistore . -

1<*1 :Galemlatipn" ©f l©®p.Gmrrents' , ■■■ . . /
' ■ The ■ leop emrrents are ©alemlated for the TPA ©riLy as a means 

to an eadj l©e©g. if the leop Gmrrents are known as £mn@ti@ns ef the 
transistor' parameterss then the vari®mS' gala functions may be ex«

■ pressed ©@nv@nieritly in terns @f ■ the - transistor parameters© ,

■ The iowwfreqteney, small»sigBal, :a6d®l ef the TPA is shorn in' 
Pig© t̂ l® The smbseripts 1 and 1 refer to transistors (l) .and- (2|s .. 
respectively© The loop equations for this amplifier are

$
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Fig# 2-1 Small-Signal, Low-Frequency Model of Transistor 
Totem Pole Amplifier



i^Rg + Rbl + Rel) - i^e! = eg (2-1)

^ 2 ^ 2  + Re2 + r) w i3Re2 " ̂ kr * 0 (2-2)

^2(^62 ” Rc2^ + i3 (^^ + RL + ̂ @2) “ li^L = 0 (2-3)
■p __

-d.l(Rel - Rcl) - i2r " ij^L + iU(r+RL+Rel + 337) 3 0 (2-lt)

Solution for the four currents is by Cramer1 s rule# The de
nominator determinant is

with

A 0 0 "Rel

0 B CM -r
0 -(Re2-ftc2) C -Rl

-<Rel "r -Rl D

A » Rg + Rbi + Rel c = Rc2^  + rl + Re2
B = Rb2 + Re2 + r D = r + Rl + Rel +

HC1
bL

The following approximations are considered valid for power 
transistors and are used to simplify the expression for A  and to 
simplify the subsequent expressions for the loop currents•

Rc »  Rb Rc »  Re

TT ^  Rb ^  »  Re

Also, it will be shown later that the optimum value of r is a fraction
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of an ohm and Rl ̂  100 ohms*

Note that the standard assumption, Rc »  Rb»> Re* normally 
employed for small low-power transistors, is not necessarily valid 
for power transistors*

Using the approximations stated above, the expression for A
becomes

A * A B(CD - Rx,2) + ReaRcaD + r(Ro2R2 - rC) (2-5)

+ + R02Re2)

The only simplification considered valid for is

r c 2 d  t R l

or
RclRc2(r + %  + Rel + bi") ̂  rRL (2-6)

Since Rqj and R^g are approximately 9000 ohms and rR^ is less 
than 100 ohms, this approximation is very good*

Solution of currents yields, after the approximations prev
iously stated are applied.

eg B(CD - RL2) + Re2Rc20 + rRc2RL /AL1 = -----------2 ----------------  v 2"7)

i 2 = + (2^) 

i3 = (2-9)
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llt = -gg Rd ^  + Rc2Re2) (2-10)

The minus signs associated with ig and i^ indicate that these 
loop currents actually flow counterclockwise in Fig. 2-1.

Now, expressions for the various performance criteria of the 
TPA may be calculated.

2-2 Calculation of the Optimum Value of the Balancing Resistor, r
Before attempting to write the gain expressions for the TPA in 

terms of transistor parameters, it will be useful to consider the ef
fect of the resistor connected between the emitter of transistor num
ber 2 and the collector of transistor number 1, hereafter called the 
balancing resistor. (See Fig. 2-1.)

The balancing resistor vitally affects ic2 in that the base- 
to-emitter voltage of transistor number 2 is i^r. Also the current 
flowing through the load resistor, R^, is i ^  - i^g or i^ - i^ in terms 
of Fig. 2-1.

The result of the preceding paragraph is that for low distor
tion r must be adjusted so that i ^  and 1 ^  are equal, or, to be more 
precise, r must be adjusted so that the positive and negative peaks 
of i d  and ic2 are equal, since the collector currents will not be 
ideal sinusoids when the source voltage, eg, is sinusoidal. The 
reason for this may be seen in Fig. 2-2.

In Fig. 2-2a, i d  and ic2 are shown as ideal sinusoids, so 
their difference is an ideal sinusoid. If this were the actual case, 
r would not affect distortion so much. In Fig. 2-3b, the collector 
currents are shown distorted and unequal in magnitude; their



difference ia quite distorted* Fig* 2-2c shows the collector currents 
when r has been adjusted so that i ^  « ic2* In this case the load

•.j <current is sinusoidal even though each of its components is distorted* 
Since and i^g are 180° out of phase, iĉ  a i^g mans that the 
first half cycle of is equal in magnitude to the second half cycle 
of Igg and vice versa*

U Z

rccz

tcz

* {Q -Lc > r Fig* 2-8 Subtraction 
of Collector Currents 
to Form Load Current
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An optimum value of r exists, then, and is that value of r for 

nhich ig * i^ and 1%, * 2 i^ = 2 i^ . From Eqn* 2-9
and 2-10, i^ = i^ if

aclnc2r * RciCBG + Rc2Re2^ (2-11)

or

and

Rc2r * (Bb2 + ̂ 62 + r) + Rl ) + Rc2Re2

= r(-^* + Rl) + (Rb2 + Re2) + rl) + Rc2Re2

r Rc2 - ̂  rL 38 (Bb2 + Re2) + Rl) + Rc2Re2

r Rc2(1“”̂ “) “ rL * Rb2("yjr + Rl ) + Re2 ^(l+yg) + rl

Now assume b2 >>■ 1 and Rc2 RL and 

Rq2rRc2 %  Hb2(’E5- ♦ Rl) + Re2Rc2

r &  + S~2) + (2-12)
*1 r>T

for power transistors Rygf^g + ^  Re2 and

r % Re2 (2-13)

Eqns. 2-12 and 2-13 yield the extremely convenient results that
(1) r is a function of transistor number two only.
(2) r can be obtained quite easily and fairly accurately
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from the static collector characteristic of transistor 
number 2,

Values of parameters for a 2N25>1 power transistor give a value 
of r as ohms with Rgg * *W> ohms from Eqn 2*12, so Eqn« 2-13 is 
considered a satisfactory approximation#

2-3 Determination of Input Resistance
Refer to Fig* 2-3 for input resistance calculations# Fig# 2-3 

is Fig# 1-1 redrawn with bias supply, bias resistors, and capacitors 
omitted, as these are chosen to have negligible effect on amplifier 
performance# Loop currents are shown flowing in their actual direc
tions »

From Fig. 2-3,

Rin - ^  = if - Rg (2-llt)

Substitution of Eqn# 2-7, the expression for î , into Eqn# 2-llt yields 
the following equation for RjLn:

Rj_ « — . .  .      ... (2-1^)
B(CD - Rl ) + Re2Rc2D + rRc2RL

After some algebraic manipulation and application of the 
approximations previously stated, the following formidable expression 
for input resistance is obtained:
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Fig. 2-3 A-C Equivalent Circuit of 7PA

ẑ b2^c2R©lHci(— ♦ Rb2RL + Re2-c2)

(2-16)
Sqn* 2-16 doesn’t give one an intuitive feeling for the input resistance 
of the TPAf but could be simplified if the parameters of any specific 
TPA were known* The expression for R^n can be simplified somewhat if 
the parameters of the 2N251 power transistor as wall as r it are 
substituted into Sqn* 2-16* This gives
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RhoR,*? + Rb2EL + Re2Rc2) , , ,

O X

Once more the expression is simplified if the transistors are 
assumed identical and if Rl 100 ohms.

RcC^e + "T”)Rin * Rb + Re + _ ....v. (2wl6b)

When values are substituted, Eqn. 2-l6b checks within about 
20 percent of Eqn. 2~l6.

2-k Determination of Current Amplification
Die current amplification of the TPA is defined from Fig. 2-3

as

*3 + ̂ kAi « ^ (2-17)

Use Eqns. 2-7, 2-^ and 2-10 to get

Rd ( rRc2 ~ BRL) + Rcl(BC + Re2Rc2)
B(CD - RL2) + ReaRcaD ♦ rRc2RL (2™l8)

Substitution of the quantities defined for B, C and D and use 
of suitable approximations yield a somewhat simplified expression for 
current gain.



Rb2r + -ET + Re2 (2-19)
+ Re2) ♦ RL Rb2 < ^ 2  + S2W  + (r * ^ 2)

Eqn. 2-19 may be reduced considerably if it is remembered that r R@2f 
the desirable relationship for minimum distortion, and if values of the 
parameters for the 2N25>1 transistor, considered a typical power tran
sistor, are substituted into the equation* These substitutions re
sult in

Numerical values substituted into Eqns* 2-19 and 2-20 with 
2N2f>l transistors and Rj, » 16 ohms result in a difference of about 
5> percent*

2-£ Determination of Voltage Amplification
The expression for voltage amplification is also obtained from 

Fig. 2-3 as

(2-20)

(2-21)

A m rL Rcl(rRc2 - BRx,) + Rel(BC + Re2Re2) 
T - Rg B(CD - Rl2) + Re2Rc2D + rRc2RL (2-22)

After considerable algebraic manipulation and approximation, 
the expression for voltage gain becomes
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RL(r + Be2 + *^)

^el Rm + ̂ ©2 + ”^2 + Hm + Re2(^[ +

(2-23)
with

^  * ^ 2  tgbg + RL^Rc2bi + kcib2 * RclRb2^

Eqn* 2-23 can be simplified considerably for any given transistorj for 
the 2N2^1 power transistor and r Re2 Eqn. 2-23 becomes

(2-21*)
bl

Eqn. 2-2i; differs by about five percent from Eqn. 2-23 when parameter 
values for the 2N25>1 are substituted.

2-6 Determination of Power Gain
The power gain for the TPA is defined as

& * THKT * AvAi (2-25)

Power gain is simply the product of Eqn. 2-19 and Eqn. 2-23. 
Since this product is so complicated that it is prohibitive it will 
not be written here. However, a more manageable expression is ob
tained from the product of Eqns. 2-21*. and 2-23. This product yields

i*bl2RolRL (2-26)
(bjRei + Rbi) (RC1 + 2b]RL)



It is believed that this expression will give satisfaetory numrieal 
results for a trpieal power transistor®



0HAPTB1 3
MEASMEMEMTS AID ADDIHONAL OALGULATIOIS

Bi® preeedlBg analysis @f the. TPA was teased ea the linear 
model of the transistor assmning small signals and low fraqmeneles®
This analysis is useful in that magnitudes ©f TPA performance char
acteristics may tee predicted for girea transistors if the low- 
frequency equivalent circuit parameters are known* However# this mode 
of operation is seldom employed exactly in practice $ since the limit
ing values of the magnitudes of signals in power amplifiers are de
termined by the allowable distortion in the output* Thuss each' transis^ 
tor may tee ©perating in a nonlinear region of its characteristic curve5$, 
but both transistors operating together may produce a reasonably un
distorted output signal * '

The purpose of this chapter is to present experimental ©on- 
firmat!on of the gain and input resistance calculations and to estab
lish the dynamic load line for each transistor so that a graphical 
analysis of the TPA may tee performed in Chapter lu

3-1 Determination ©f Parameters for the Linear Model -

The transistors used for this study were 21251 power transistors® 
The linear model for these transistors was determined quantitatively by 
actual measurement of the H parameters ©f several transistors* These 
parameters could have been taken from the manufacturer8s curves for the 
transistors$, but this technique was considered of questionable accuracy
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for a stae|y of this type ©

Appropriate open ©ireuit vdLts^es and. short eireuit ©urrents 
were Beasured for several 212^1 transistors | the results for two of 
these transistors are shown belowe .These transistors are numbered 
one and two and were,used as transistors (l) and (2) (See' Fig© 1=1) 
in the TPA that was built to ebtaia experimental data©

Transistor Transistor
Id© 1 Wo© a

hi i . |3 @hm@ . 33. ohms

h21 6© 62

hgm 00066 mhos

Be '
%  . ' , J©^ ohms : , ' 2e&. ohms:
Bg • 91©0 ©hms ©hms
b 60 68

Table 3”1 Linear Model Parameters and H Parameters ©f. 
21251 Transistors © Measurements Were Made at 5®© eps with 
I® s 500 ma and Vgg ** 1J4. folts©
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jh2 ^oQguronent of TPA Characteristics

'The TPA is re dram in Fig# 3*1 with, only enough da tail shewn 
to indicate the technique used to measure gain and input resistance# 
Coupling capacitors and bias resistors are not shown as they have 
negligible effect on AC measurements ♦

/zr

zz c

< V /A
W V v —

FIs. >1 Circuit Used to Measure Ferfomanoe Characteristics
of TPA.
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The load resistor, Rj,, was arbitrarily chosen as 16 ohms for 

the following measurements and the balancing resistor, r, was found 
from Eqn# 2-13 and Table 3-1 to be approximately ohm. Emitter no. 
1 resistor, Rx, was chosen as large as possible to improve stability; 
with the power supply used and the quiescent emitter current desired, 
the value of R% was 16 ohms.

Then the following measurements were made. (Refer to Fig.
3-1).

ein ein ein (3-1)

Av * irnr 0 3 )

P out e out2 e out2 x
p in = ftLeinIin ” ^L«ineRo

These experimental values are then compared to theoretical 
values obtained from the linear model. The theoretical equations 
for the quantities indicated above were obtained in Chapter 2 and 
are repeated below for convenience.

Rk
Rc(Re + Y")

Pin * Rb + Re + — s-------  (2-l6b)
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(2-20)

Av « — ^  CZ-CU)
Rel + 'ET

0 = AyAi (2-25)

Table 3̂ 2 compares experimental and theoretical results for the 
2N25>1 TPA.

Function Theoretical Experimental

R^n 28 ohms 3 2 .6 ohms
Ai 100 92
Ay 59.3 16

0 5930 lal|0

Table 3-2 Comparison of Theoretical Predictions and 
Experimental Results for 2N251 TPA. f * 500 cps 
Ie 3 550 ma Vc a lit v

A few comments are in order concerning Table 3-2. First, the 
theoretical equations stated above were obtained after some approxi
mation. More exact equations are given in Chapter 2, but these sim
plified equations are considerably easier to handle and are felt to 
be accurate enough for design predictions. Secondly, the discrepancy 
in theoretical and experimental voltage gain and power gain is due to
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emitter degeneration in transistor number 1* Eqn* 2—2It was obtained 
assuming no degeneration, but Rx (See Fig# 3—1) was not completely 
bypassed by Qx# Consequently, the ac voltage from emitter 1 to 
ground was not zero when measurements were made# If voltage gain 
is redefined as

^  < >*

then experimental voltage gain becomes Av = 62#7 and G (experimental) » 
5770# These values agree quite well with predicted values# This 
emitter degeneration was obtained with Cx * i|Q00/c f • Since Rx was 
only 16 ohms, it could not be effectively bypassed with a reasonable 
value of Cx*

Eqn# 3-f> contains no phasors since egg and egg were found to 
be essentially in phase at this low frequency.

3-3 Other Experimental Data
After analysis of the TPA from the linear circuit model, it 

becomes advisable to consider the operation of the amplifier with a 
view to the distortion present in the output signal# A complete 
graphical analysis of the amplifier is performed in Chapter U* however, 
the following information was obtained from the 2N2f>l TPA and is pre
sented here, as the results should be true in some degree for other 
power TPA*s#

This data was obtained using a Hewlitt Packard 200AB audio 
oscillator and a General Electric type YDEL-A distortion analyzer#



From prelimiiiarj experimeiatatl.on> it was discovered that the distortion 
level ia the ontpdt was sotieeahly lower when the terminals of the 
audio ©soillator were shmted hy a few ohm resistor e This means that 
the output resistance of the ©s©ilXat©rs about W  ©hmss was redueed to 
less than four ohmse In terms of the amplifier it means that a ©on™ 
s taint voltage souree. is desirable as-a driver) therefore« Ihe input 
current of transistor no, 1 is distorted due to the n©nlineari%‘ @f 
the hase^mitter input ©iremits hut the output current is relatively 
undisterted because ©f other nonlinear!ties in the rest of the circuit# 
Consequently,, a possible disadvantage ©f the amplifier appears) it may 
be necessary to include a edima©a«=©'©ll@@t©r stage as a driver as ©on" 
trusted with the phase*=inverter stage required with push«pull ampli" 1 

fiers© ■ '
The next collection of experimental data was obtained by 

measuring distortion in the voltage across %  as a faneti on @f output 
power for various values ©f the balancing resist©rs r0 This plot is 
shown in Fig# It is seen that the optimum value of r for lew
power output is not clear since the distortion curves cross back and 
forth) howevers for power output greater than 2o25> watts r re
sults in appreciably less distortion than the larger values of rf ; 
this is the predicted optimum value of r for the 21251 TPAc

The output impedance ©f the 21251 TPi. was measured- experimen
tally by measuring the power output as a function of load resistance 
with input voltage held constant of 5© mv and 5©@ cpsG The maximum 
power output was obtained when load resistance was approximately 8Q 

ohmsso the output impedance of the amplifier at 500 ep@ is 60 ohms©
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Fig* 3-2 KLot of Output Distortion vs* Output Power 
for 2N251 TPA



Finallys, the output pererer was measured as a function of lead 
resistance with ©utpmt distertiea equal t© a constant four peroento 
The falu® of four percent was chosen arbitrarily as a reasonable figure 
for most audio applications^ especially amplification of relce and 
music o This plot is shown in Fig© J<«3 with the balancing re sister s rs 
as a parameter@

TW© thiî s are significant about this plot0 First# maximum 
power output with a given distortion was obtained with r equal to the 
value .predicted in Qhapter «!<, Secondly# the optimum value of load , 
resistance is seen t© be approximately 2® ohms with all three values 
of r© The output impedance was found to be about 8® ohms© That the 
optimum: load resistance is ©ne«=fourth of the output resistance is eon-̂  
sidered to be an approximate "rule =of =th™bM to go by in considering 
a suitable load for a TPi,l this'.will be discussed in. Chapter 5©

3*k Be tormina tlon of Eynami© Load Seen by Each Transistor
Is the last step in analysis using the linear circuit models 

and the first step toward a graphical analysis# the AC load seen by 
■ each transistor will mow be determined by considering the transistor 
; as a two^pert network described by a set ©f H parameters ©

The general tw©«p©rt network for am active device is shown in 
Fig© >4u Transistor no© 2 (See Fig© l»l}. is shewn replaced by this 
twomport model in Fig© 3=5© Fig© 3-5 shows the network between the 

collector and the emitter of transistor no© I© The symbols assigned 
to elements are the same as those assigned previously©

The load resistance seen by transistor no© 1# %&# is equal
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Fig* 3“3 Plot of Power Output Vs. Load Resistance With D =
l\>
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Fig. 3-b General Two-Port Model for an Active Device

cectecio#

/ n,

Fig. 3-̂  Network Connected Between Collector and Emitter of Transis
tor No. 1. H parameters are for transistor no. 2. 
is the parallel combination of bias resistors and Rg.



to the ratio e/i@, so a voltage e is considered to be applied to the 
network and the resulting current, i0, is to be calculated* The fol
lowing equations are applicable from Fig* 3-£*

il + i2 + iih2i = 13 + (3-7)

ilh^i - i-2T * ” v2%2 (3-8)

Use the conditions that i^ * - Vghgg and i^ * Vg/Ri, to solve 
Eqns* 3-7 and 3-8 for î  and ig in terms of V2, and

1 4 .2,
in - ( „ )

1, ■ -5 0 1 0 )X + h21 +

in order to simplify the following equations, let

h 1 *9.2
B - — — (3-11 

l + hai ♦ -2r

so i^ a -V2B (3-12)
V2

and ±2 * T  (^L2 - ̂ 1B) (3-13)

Now i^ + i2, and R^n> (Eqn* 3-̂ ) can be written in terms of e and V2,



but Rin must be written in terms of e only, so Vg must be expressed 
as a function of e in Eqns# 3-12 and 3-13.

e * "̂1̂ 11 + ^2%.2 "* ^2 (3-lU)

~ ilhll " v2 h12 ̂  1

a — VgBhn — Vg

and

e ^  -V2(Bh11 + 1) (3-15)

so it is now possible to write, from Eqns. 3-6, 3-12, 3-13# and 3-15,

Hin = ~i eB e(hi2 - Hill) (3-16)
+ r(Bhn + l)

This expression can be written as 

(Bhu  + 1)R12

^  . S p L . i

Eqn. 3-17 is quite complicated as it stands, so typical values of 
bias resistors and measured values of the H parameters for transistor 
no. 1 are used to get an idea of relative magnitudes in order to sim
plify this equation.

The following approximations are then made:



Bhll ̂  1
3L

(3-19)

B12^lld + "r™”) + r12
Ri2hn (3-20)r

so
(>21)

Eqn* 3-21 is the dynamic load resistance seen ty transistor no.
1 in terms of the H parameters of transistor no. 2# Note that the 
parallel combination of bias resistors does not appear in this expres
sion; hence, the bias resistors do not load transistor no. 1. The 
approximation that allowed R%2 to be cancelled out of the equation 
for Rj_n was

and could be used to check a given to see if the parallel combina
tion of R^ and Rg load transistor no. 1. The H parameters of a tran
sistor have been tabulated as functions of the common-emitter small-

(Bhii - m 2) »  1 (3-22)

signal parameters^; this substitution is made in Eqn. 3-21 and given
in Eqn. 3-23.

$> „ %(r + Re) (3-23)

R.F. Shea, Translator Circuit Engineering, John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc., 1959, p. W i
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If r is made equal to R@2; as previously suggested, and Rb/b^ Be2, 
as is true for the 2N25>1, then

Rin ^  2Rl (3-2U)
which is a very compact equation for the dynamic load seen by transis
tor no* 1* Eqn* 3-21* and Eqn* 3-17 differ by less than ten percent 
when values for the 2N25>1 transistor are substituted*

Now the dynamic load seen by transistor no* 2 will be deter
mined in very much the same way that the load for transistor no* 1 

was determined except, of course, a different circuit appears be
tween the emitter and collector of transistor no* 2*

The effective dynamic load seen by transistor no* 2 is shown
in Fig* 3~6* The load will not be calculated in as much detail as
was the load for transistor no* 1; however, the basic equations that
were used as well as the approximations that were made will be out
lined below*

From Fig* 3-6,

^  ^  ^  < > « >

and

If, * ~ v2h22

V - V2hi2 
1 hu

S O

Kin = e --    (.3-26)^  - V2h22 72^2)
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Now V is written in terms of Vg by the relationship
3U

and e is written in terms of Vg since

e = - ijr - Vg * (i|| - iih21 r̂ - v2 (3-28)

Substitution of Eqns. 3-27 and 3-28 into Eqn. 3-26 and simpli
fication yields

(~R ^  * hlZhair

^  ^  * ■ * - < !  * &

The following approximations were used in obtaining Eqn. 3-29*

1 ^ 1 ^ 1 1 ^ 1
h n  R3U Eg " I'll Eg

(3-30)
I'll * hL2h2ir

With the generator internal resistance very low, as has been 
previously suggested, (such that Rg h^) the load seen by transis
tor no* 2 becomes

hn2-r—  + h2lhl2r
* “C T * -----------7  (3-31)

%  + *112h2l(l ♦ 15)



When values for the 2H251 power transistor are substituted 
into Eqne >*31 j it is found that

. z : :.v % n  : _ ( 3 - m

liQ in Eqna 3=32 differs from Rj^ in Eqiio 3̂ 31 by about ten
percent®

Dae to their simpliei^s Eqns® 3^h and >*32 are considered 
.satisfactory approximations for the dynamio load seen by transistors ' 
1 and 2 and will be used to plot dynamic load lines in the following 
graphical analysis® The graphical analysis is done from the manufa©** 
turer's average characteristic curves, and Eqas© y&U and 3”3t are 
certainly as accurate for a given transistor as these curves© It is 
understoods however$ that for a more accurate graphical analysis 
the curves for specific transistors should be plotted, and Eqns. 3=5.7 
and 3*=29 should be used as the basis of dynamic load lines o



GHAITm k 
GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS QP TPA

it«l latgodaeto^V Remarks

The preeedlng analysis has assumed that the TPA is operating 
at lew signal levels and at lew freimeneies® The implieatien here, is 
that the signal amplitudes in, the TPA are lew with respect, t© the 
quiescent values ©f current and v@iL.tage, s© that the transistors are 
essentially linear, active circuit elements o Furthermore2 the re» 
aetance of any shunt capacitance that appears is so large compared 
with resistive elements that the effect ©f the reactance may he ig=> 
noredo These assumptions are only partially true in practice^ how
ever, especially since the TEA is i© he used, as an audio power ampli« 
fier, inferring that large swings in output current and voltage are 
essential for high power output©

Because operation is over a large portion of the Ye # I@ 
plan®, the equation® f@r amplifier"performance are only approximate, 
though useful t© predict the performance @f any given transistors© 
Thus, it is useful, as well as instructive,, t® have some method t® 
analyze the TPA hy graphical means© If the waveform ©f output current 
for a given input voltage is found from transistor ©hara®terisM.es,
. then the distortiem present in the output can he computed to any 
desired icsuraey

Dewitt and Rossoff. Transistor Electronics, McGraw-Hill 
Book Companys 1957§ p© 182 ,



k*»@ Hie PriHGipl© ©f the Graphieal Malyals
The basie idea behind the graphieal analysis of the TPA nill 

be presented here| them an example using speeilie transistors will be 
used t© indieate the details of the analysis.<s>

Refer to Figo First obtain dynamie input and transfer

ohara©teristies for both transistors for speeifle lead and generator 
resistanceso Fig© is drara for an ideal voltage seuree and 16
ohm lead resistance © The letter in the subscript refers to the tran« 
sistor terminal̂  the number refers to the transistors either (1) or
C K  \ ' ' .' : . ' - ' /'; ' ' . : '.' '

The following constructions are made© It should be moted> 
however$ that the actual emstruetions are not made in the following 
order since the quiescent collector currents of the transistors must 
be equal graphically as well as 'physically® : The quiescent' value' of 
\2 determines the quiescent values of both and Iq2$ Since »■ 
riel. . Hences the quiescent value of should be chosen first such 
that IqI — I@g o ,

le Fig® k“ol (a) -w points on the ideal source waveform^ ©gS 
are projected up and corresponding points of are . ■
found©

80 Fig© ^l (b) # points of i^i aye projected to the ibî iel 
curve and the waveform iei is found©

3o Fig© (®) « The voltage between base and emitter of 
/ 1 transister m® 1 is, essentially, î g s ”ieir3 so this 

voltage is used to find the waveform,, i-̂ g©
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Fig. U-l TPA Dynamic Input Characteristic For Graphical Analysis
Load Resistance * 16 Ohms. Generator Resistance =* 0 
ohms Power Transistors 2N301A



. ' ' #  

ho Fig© M L  (d) # i^g is used to find i^g as in step (2)a

v Then i Lead ». i@i •» i©2 and the waveform for eurrent through 
the lead is found® The •distortien ®f ihis ■waveform may then he studied* 
This process may be repeated f or different values of load and source. re«* 
sistanee to find values of these parameters for minimum distortion© 
Howevera this analysis is intended to he instructive rather than to he 
a design procedure© A design procedure is outlined in the next chapter©

M 3  ' An Example of Graphioal Analysis /
An example will now he done for a 2H3©1 TPA® The 2N501 power 

transistor 'is chosen because it corresponds t© the 2H151 power'tran=. 
sister electrically| static curves for the .2N3©0L are available from 
the manufacturer^ while experimental data is available for the IHl̂ l©
The generator internal resistance is taken as sero in this analysis 
since it was found experimentally that low generator resistance de-* 
creases distortion© The load resistance is arbitrarily chosen as 16 
ohms| however^ a systematic msihodj based, on experimental data® is 
given in Chapter 5 to find the approximate load .resistance for mini
mum distortion in a given TPA® Refer to Fig© M2 for this analysis©
The graphical work follows in - a step-”by»step procedure ©

1© Draw the dynamic lead lines through the Q points,

(arbitrarily'chosen here as I© s.«»5©0 maS: fej s 14 y)
©a the collector characteristic©- These lead lines are 
drawn in ©onjunction with equations 3*s,2k and >*32® Hot® ' , 
that both transistors usually have the same Q points as



■ ■ ■ ko

sams collector current fl©-ws through b©th transistors 
' under zero signal eonditionse 

1® EL©t the r̂maiai© input « and current transfer <=» char
acteristics for both transistors from the load lines ©

So . From the static %g ^ I©g curve (not shown) note thatj, 
for reasonably linear operationg

w 250 nnr ^ « 900 mv
and W o2a ^  Ic2 ^ "«=> 2G3 a

This is deteririined at this point because the allowable
limits for determine the allowable limits fox- 2eis
since » Ie-[_ro

ho Require that - I6g a $0Q ma. quiescents to eorres—
. pond to load lines already drawn„ Agains from
static curve$ find that Igg s # f§0 ma corresponds t@
b̂t ** ** 35© mv| so the value of r required for this

35©quiescent operation is r a s ©e7 ohm. Note that 
r a @o5 ohm was predicted analytically for a specific 
transistorj these curves are average values for this 
type of transistor̂  -

Limits for are also determined from allowable limits

^  \2°



so the limits f©r lê  have "been established

■ ®3l?a ̂  ^ »leSBa

1̂ 2 ©an he eaused. t@ suing about ■»*$ amp aî rwhere between
these limits o Far this analysis arbitrarily let *=?©3£?a I el ̂  

~S*j?a<5> These limits ©f I@j_ are shown @n Fig© Û lb as points

%  and .%* ■ ■ ■ -

0s Project points %  and Q]_ m  Fig© iHLb to points Mgg
Mg and Qg on Fig© ̂ la© This giws marimmn swing allowable
. for ideti.- voltage souree as well ■ as the quieseent level of
the sour®©' signal levels ̂ 30® mv© The quieseent level of 
the signal voltage is looated half way between Mg and Mg ©

S© Frojeot additional points from swiree waveform slong zero 
. somroe resistan®® line to ©n eurve (a)s then aeross
to Icl on curve (b)© This gives the waveform for l ^ a

7© Hot . a curve of \2 52 r êl° Mote that when goes p@si» 
tive goes negative according to the sign convention for 
transistor- currents© Show this curve placed properly on 

, curve (©)o Project points of this curve onto curve (©) t©
' ' get % g  © . . : .

■8© Project points ©f 1̂ 2 to curve (d) to get I©g©
9t> Then I load ® I@1 4- (-leg)© Distortion in I load may be 

determined from the reference previously mentioned©

Motiee th© difference in magnitudes of and I@g| this is in - \ 
contrast to the analysis using the linear circuit model© In the



graphical analysis it is possible to take the. nohlinearity of the 
transistors into consideration and drive each transistor just hard 
enough so that operation occurs in reasonably linear regions of the 
curves © This causes all signal voltages to be approximately slams oid- 
al3 thus keeping distortion low© - . " ' '

There are several quanti ties, that eeuld be changed he are to try 
to get more power out or less distĉ tieno Dies© quantities ape- gener
ator internal resistance^ Q points, and lead resistance© For example9 
if the generator load resistance becomes non̂ -sero and no other param-” 
eters are changedg points Mg and 3fg of Fig© (a) move in the direction 
of lower this causes to decrease in' value and become .more 
distorted© In addition̂  the quiescent point could have been chosen 
at a higher value s and it would have been feasible to let and I@x 
swing between greater extremeŝ  increasing 1̂ 2$ iLoad and output power, 
Howevers increase in any signal voltage or current is bound to cause 
an increase in distortion̂  so compromises must be made© It any rates 
an actual design based on %is graphical analysis would require some 
trial and error constructions before suitable parameters could be 
chosen; hence$ this analysis is intended to give the designer an in
sight into the operaiion, of the TPA rather than to be a design proced
ure© A suitable design procedure that requires only the static col
lector characteristicg some analytical resultss and some experimental 
"rules of thumb% is presented in the next chapter©
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DESIGN PEGGEDUEE AND CONCLUSIONS

Design Precedure for 'a TEA
It is reeegnised that a designer eonld ©btain ©haraeteristi©, 

eturves for tiro speeifie transistors and follow the graphical analysis 
presented in the- preoeding seetiea to' obtain optimum TaLu.es for bias - 
p©intss generator resistan©e9 load resistanee9 and balaneing resistorv 
However, the final design ©f the IPA would be based ©n a compromise be=« 
tween eptiimm valuess so a more direet design teehmique with a minimmn 
of graphioKL @ons truetion is desirable for most applieations© In this 
fhapter ,â step=by^step design, procedure is presented in whieh statie" 
©mrves are used as well as experimental "rules of thumb” that were 
dMuoed'from the actual design ©f TEA8 s @

Figo 1«1 is used in diseussing the design preeedure<, The 
©oupling and bypass eapaeitors are assumed to be ehosea large enough 
to be essentially short ©ireuits at the lowest frequem@y of interestj> 
so the design'proeedure should indicate methods for seleeting the f©l« 
lowing quantities g . ' : ;

lo Supply volta^ " •
Eo Quieseent operating point - ’ ■ '

. So Bias resistors ' ' •»
k<i> 'Balaneing'. resister 
So Emitter moo 1 resistor

6o Optimum load resistor for minimum distortion



hk

7o Generator infceraal resistanee

The design procedure vJiU be presented in ths form of an 
example!, is® ®s a 2N3G1 PMP power transistor TEA will %e designede The 
quantities listed above (though not necessarily in the order' given) 
will be speeifieds 
Quiescent operating point

• " - " - .. ■ -t . '
The Q point for the TPA is selected rather arbitrarily and 

should be located in a. reasonably linear region of the eolleetor ehar— 
aeteristie ® Then the other paramsters are chosen to 8 f@r@e1 the tran«=» 
sisters to operate at the chosen Q point 0 For the' 2H3Q1 transistors 
the Q point will be - <=» <>5> amp and V@B ss -lli. volts 0 Sinoe the 
eolleotors are in series as far as de eeniitions are eaaeemed# Ie 
will necessarily be the same for both transistors so it remains to 
©boose the bias resistors smell that the eolleet©r~t©«=base voltage 
of eaeh transistor is «llt volts© /

Emitter no© 1 resistor ' ,
The emitter resistanees (See Fig<» 1®1): should be chosen 

as large as feasible to stabilize eolleetor emrrent® The limitation 
on tiie size of this resistance is the eolleetor supply voltage avail** 
able or desirable® For the 21301 TPAa this resistance is chosen as 
16 ohms® Some measurements were made on the 21251 TEA with no emitter 
■ resistor5 and. it was found that even eight ohms decreased, collector« : . 
current drift considerably® .
Qelleetor supply voltage

It will be shown presently that the voltage drop across the



balancing resistor, r, is negligible compared with the collector-to- 
base voltages of the transistors when power transistors are used# Also, 
the base and the emitter differ by only a few tenths dc volts so the 
collector-to-base dc voltage is approximately equal to the collector- 
to-emitter dc voltage, -lU volts in this case# With these thoughts in 
mind, the following equation is obtained from Fig# 1-1#

at the operating point chosen#
Bias Resistors

With half an ampere quiescent current the voltage of base no#
1 to ground is approximately -IR^ = - 8  volts# The base current at 
the chosen operating point is approximately 5> ma# So, if R3 and R^ 
are chosen so that the current through this series combination is very 
large compared with 5 ma, the part of transistor no# 1 that is across 
R^ may be neglected and

vcc * ~IcRk - Vcei “ vcE2 (3-1)

Vcc = #5 X 16 + lit + lU = 36 V O l t S (3-2)

* - 8  volts (3-3)

as desired#
By the same reasoning

VB2 =* ■IcRk " vcEl * r2?cc 
Rl + R2 a - 22 volts (3-W

Thus, either R3 or R^ and Rq or Rg are chosen arbitrarily and
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the other two bias resistors are chosen to meet the conditions stated 
above with the additional requirement that

ani »  lb * (5-5)

For the 2N2^1 TPA, tiie values for bias resistors were chosen 
as follows: * !•*> k; Rg * 3*3 k; R3 * 2 .2 k; R^ = 1 k.
Bal ancing Resistor

The balancing resistor should be equal to Re2 (Eqn. 2-13) for 
minimum distortion, so it is only necessary to obtain Re 2 from the 
static curves. The emitter resistance may be obtained in two ways 
from the static curves.

In the first method, the general relationship between R@ and 
the common emitter H parameters is used. This Re * h%2/^22f 30 &12 
and hg2 must be taken from curves 3 two sets of curves are required for 
this since, from two-port network theory.

**L2

and
h22

VBE
Vcb

ic

(3~6a)
i^ * constant

ib =* constant (5-6b)

Eqn. 5-^b required the collector characteristic which should 
be readily available for any transistor, but Eqn. f>-6a requires the 
base voltage vs. collector voltage curve which is normally not given 
for all values of collector voltage. This means that use of this 
method to find R@ would generally require a base voltage-collector
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voltage curve to be plotted from other characteristic curves#
A more desirable way to find R@ may be found by considering 

Pig# 5—1# Here the piecewise linear resistive model of a common 
emitter transistor is shown#^

When the transistor is in saturation, both ideal diodes are 
turned on and represent short circuits# So under this condition 

ie =* -(ib + ic) and

Vc = -i©Re * ibRe + (5-7)

and

so r a Rq2 is simply the slope of the saturation curve of the coillec— 
tor characteristic# This is one-half ohm for the 2N2!>1 transistor# 
Optimum value of load resistance for minimum distortion

In general, the load for a given application is specified, and 
a designer must design an amplifier with output impedance compatible 
with the load or use a suitable impedance matching device# One of the 
features of the TPA is that no output transformer is required, so it 
is useful for the designer to know what value, or range of values, of 
load resistance could be placed on the output of a given TPA with a 
resultant low value of distortion# A rule of thumb will be given to 
determine the value of Rj, necessary f or minimum distortion# This rule

  -----------
^Zimmerman and Mason, Electronic Circuit Theory, John Wiley 

and Sons, Inc., 1959, p# 171 ff
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was eheoked exparijsientally for bo# 2N2f>l and 2H37S power transistors 
and is. believed to be. reasonaMLy good for aay power transister©

The rale is as follows* The valme of load resistance to be 
msed for a given TPA to effect minimnm distortion is approximately 
equal to onewfourth of the output resistance©

Mow it would be desirable to estimate the output resistance 
quickly from the curves in order to see how good a specific transistor 
would be with a given load© In other words9 this would give the de
signer another criterion to use in selecting the best transistor for 
.a given application© To estimate the output resistanceg remember that 
hgg is actually the output admittance of the transistor with the input 
©pea circuited© M©ws refer to Fig© &**3s the output resistance seen 
by %  is approximately equal to the output resistance of the two tran
sistors in parallel© The base current of the transistors is so small 
compared to emitter and collector currents that the input circuit 
might be considered open© Or, if a current were forced into the 
emitter no® 1 - balancing resistor junction̂  a negligible amount of 
this current would flow in the base circuits This means that the out
put admittance of the TPA is approximately equal to the sum of the 
hgg parameters for each transistor® If the transistors are of the 
same type, the output admittance is approximately equal to twice hgg 
for either transistor® This is a very useful result, for hgg may be 
found quickly from the collector characteristic as hgg » i@/ ?e with
ib ^ constant© : " -



R out optimum « 1^2 (J?**!!!

R out ©ptiimam was found to be 10 ©has for the 2N251 TPA| Eqn0 
M4L1 gives a value for R out ©ptikma @f 19 ©has© S©s the, designer ©ah . 
cheek the ©olleetor ehara@teii.sti© very quickly to see if a givem tram«= 
sistor will he compatible with a known %© .
Generator Internal resistance ■

As previously not@d$ the distortion was fouad. to decrease 
steadily with deereasimg generator resistance until Rg was approximately 
four ohms; them no appreciable deerease in distortion was observed as 
Rg was decreased to about one ohm© At any rates the generator internal 
resistance should be as low as possible for minimum distortion©

This design procedure should give values for all parameters 
with enough accuracy that the TPA could be built and performance im= 
proved, experimentally©.

. Thus8 two approaches to the dssign problem are presented© In 
the first methods the designer must obtain curves for specific transis^ 

tors and perform a rather lengtiiy graphical analysis to select the 
operating pointss balancing resistor^ and supply voltagej a trial^and^ 
error method is necessary to determine the value of load resistance 
that results in minimum distortion for a given Q pointo

In the second method* the circuit parameters are obtained rather 
quickly from values taken from the collector characteristic and from 
experimental ^rulesf^f^thumb®© It is believed that the second design



aetfood. should be used te design. a TPA unless very low distortion̂  say 
©n© percent :©r lessa is required at the rated maximum power output 
for.a given power transistor®

Comparison of Setae Characterlsties of the Totem Poles Push-Pull1 
and Complementary Symmetry Configurations "

The three eonfigurations listed above have been used in output 
stages of amplifierso It is worthwhile to point out some of the fea
tures . 'inherent in eaeh of these eonfigurations«, This comparison will 
not be made on an advantage vs0 disadvantage basis* as an advantage 
in one ease may be a disadvantage in another ease and viee versa®
Some of the factors that the designer must consider in choosing be
tween these configurations are listed below® It should be noted that 
most of these factors involve the economics of the amplifier as well 
as the technical design'aspectso.

TPA ; .
le Single-ended input

t© No matching of
transistors required

J®' Single-ended output

Ito Power supply must • 
equal twice ?@B re
quired for eaeh 
transistor

0 © Mot exact push-pull

Push-PaH

phase inverter '
Transistors should 
be almost same

Symmetry 
Single-ended input

Requires careful 
matching of tran*=

Unbalanced output • Single-ended output 
transformer required
Power supply must 
equal approximately 
Vq® required for 
eaeh transistor
Even harmonies are 
cancelled in the 
output

Power supply same 
as for TPA

Even harmonics are 
cancelled in the 
output



The list above is not intended t® be exhaustive but simply 
gives some of the faetors that a designer should ©onsider first in 
©hoosing the ©mtpnt stage eonfignration for a given aa#lifier@ For 
examples the TPA has a single«ended input so no phase inverter is 
required as mth the push-pull amplifiers however̂  the TEA requires 
a lew impedance driving soure®s such as an emitter followero In this 
respect the TEA doesn't', have' a great advantage eeondiHieally over the 
push-pull amplifierg but technieally the emitter^follwer might be 
more desirable than an input transformer,,

■h”3 Other TEA Possibilities
Two transistors of the game type were used in the design of a 

TEAS but this should not be a necessary condition for the TEAo Since 
the value of the balancing re sister g rs was found to be independent 
of the small ̂signal parameters of transistor n®o lb, it is conceivable 
that two different types of transistors might be.used in the totem 
pole ©onfigxzration for improved performance o A study ©f this type ■ 
should be done graphically to examine the effect of the difference 
in characteristics of the two transistors©

It is obvious from Fig ©-I®*! that transistor no© 1 is operate 
ing common emitter, but it is net so obvious that transistor no© 2 
is also operating common emitter© It can be seen from Fig© 1-2. that 
the signal, applied to transistor #o© 2 is-applied between base and 
emitter© From the graphical analysis ,®f Chapter ks It, is noted that 
there is a 180 degree phase shift between and Vgg for transistor 
no© 2 as well as voltage gain greater than, one© It is .possible and



eeulti be praetieal t© operate the ■few© transistors in Afferent @©nfig« ’ 
■s23?ati©nss e*go., transistor n@© 1 eeromon base and transistor no® S @@m« 
moa eolleetor.o Againj, a graphical analysis seems to he most feasible® 

Another possibility would be to staek another transistor on 
top of transistor mo® 1 s making a three«transist©r TPAs This amplifier 
would have two balanced ©mtpnts that ©ould be made to have any magnitmde 
and phase relationship by suitable choice ©f parameters and transistor 
©onfiguratiense ■ y . ■' V . ■
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